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"' Newest development of Suggestopedy 

"' Desuggestive Pedagogy introduced by its Author himself 

"' Training of Teachers, Physicians, Psychologists, Managers, Trainers 

"'Verified Certificates 

"'Training in Foreign Languages; Mental Training; Voice Training 

Above all, do 110 harm. 

Programme f or intensive training 
in Desuggestive Pedagogy 

Communication on the level of potential capacities 

of brain/mind 

Z .O()O 

According to the theory of Suggestology, both the process of desuggestion and the 
process of suggestion occur in a suggestopedic environment. In the process of 
desuggestion, a spontaneous liberation from the old fixed norrns takes place, while the 
process of suggestion influences the increasing use of the reserve capabilities (unused 
capacities) of the brain and psyche. In the newest development of Suggestopedy, the 
approach puts more emphasis on the processes of desuggestion. This new direction is 
reflected in the new narne for the method - „The Desuggestopedy: Potential 
Capacities Communicative Methods" and is already included in our courses for 
training teachers and other specialists. 

lt is, therefore, a pleasure to inforrn you of Dr. G. Lozanov's teacher-training courses 
and serninars (see the programme!). 



A certificate is issued only after the completion of the Second Level (Stage C) 
of training. 

Teachers, certified and personally trained by us, have the right to free consultations for 
the period of three years. The teacher trainers have that right life-long. 

No Course 

A FIRST LEVEL ( 1) 
(Stage A) 

B FIRST LEVEL (2) 
(Stage B) 

c SECOND LEVEL 
(Stage C) 

D THIRD LEVEL 
(Stage D) 
for teacher trai ner 

E FIRST LEVEL 
(Stage 1) 

F SECOND LEVEL 
(Stage 2) 

Programme 

Activities 

* Participation as a student in a course or 
in a modeled course * Basic theory 

* Individual programme prepared by 
Dr.G.Lozanov 

* Individual programme 

academic hours Fee/USD 

40 in 2 weeks 4.950,00 „ 
(} 

40 in 2 weeks 
15.000,00 
per subject 

40 
15.000,00 
per subject 

We advise you to rece1ve authentic information and training only first-hand -

by Dr. G.Lozanov personally or teachers certified by him tobe trainers, if their certifi

cates are verified for the CWTent year. The theory and the practice are constantly in the 

process of development. 

Foreign language courses can be organized by arrangement. 
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Course Activities Fee/USD 

Desuggestive mental * lntroductory course 
training by the to increase seif control , 
method of to overcome stressful situations more easily and 
Dr.G.Lozanov to improve creativity and memory. 

Voice-Training by * lntroductory course 
the method of to keep the voice fresh, stable, healthy and pleasant - for 
Dr.E.Gateva teachers, actors, sociologists, physicians, lawers, priests, 
(adapted by managers, etc. 
Dr.G.Lozanov) per 

acadcmic 
hour 

Effective * For everyone - to develop suitable and flexible USD 150.00 
communicative communicative skills. 
skills training 

„Reserve capacities" * Scientific discussions with physicians, teachers. 
approach in psychologists, managcrs, etc. 
medicine, education, 
management 

Consultations * For teachers not personally trained by us . 

Psychohygienic * 5 to 10 min. exercises for ealming and mobilizing of tired, by 
prograrnmes for busy and preneurotic people. negotiation 
groups 

Important: AU the activities in this programme can be 

organized in Austria or in your place. 

Groups rates for groups of two or three persons 

are available. 


